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SEASON 2 SYNOPSES 

201 Even More of the Coolest Endurance Races  

We travel to the craziest endurance races on the planet. From the Tundra of the 
Polar Circle, to the most active Volcano in Chile, we’ll see what makes these races 
so wild, and why the athletes keep coming back.   
 
202  Coolest Caves, Vistas, and Natural Wonders 

We climb into the world’s coolest caves, see the most beautiful vistas, and discover 
the most dazzling natural wonders on the planet.  
 
203  Coolest Buildings, Public Art, and Public Parks 
 
We visit the world’s coolest buildings, including three of the tallest structures in the 
world, check out the most incredible public art, and see the most amazing public 
parks, including some dazzling treetops in Singapore.  
 
204 Coolest Travel Facts and Figures 

Whether you’re hiking, snorkeling, or eating out, it pays to know where to go, 
how to get there, and what to bring. Get the facts, figures, and tips you’ll need 
to make your next trip perfect.  
 
205 Adventure in Austria 

Get ready to scale the Alps and cut across the Blue Danube. In Austria, we’ll pay a 
visit to Vienna, investigate some of the best alpine skiing, and see how a “salt 
castle” could become one the most beautiful cities in Europe.  

206  Coolest Motorized Races  

We’re traveling around the world in search of the most intense, most dangerous, 
and most entertaining motorized races. We bushwhack through the rainforest in 
Malaysia, rip around the Isle of Man, race up Pike’s Peak in Colorado, and 
harness the power of the sun in Australia.  
 
207  Coolest Smallest Countries 
 



Some of the smallest countries in the world are the coolest. We travel the world 
and explore the tiny and amazing countries of Luxembourg, Liechtenstein, 
Grenada, Vatican City, San Marino, Monaco, and Swaziland.  
 
208  Coolest Caribbean Islands 
 
Get ready for the ultimate Caribbean vacation. We island hop to some of the 
best beaches, resorts, and island villages in the world, sail across turquoise 
waters, soak up the sun on white sand beaches, and hike inland to climb 
waterfalls, cliff jump, and eat the delicious local fare.  
 
209  Coolest Cayman Islands Vacation 
 
If you’re in search of paradise, we may have found it. The islands of Little 
Cayman, Cayman Brac, and Grand Cayman showcase the true definition of 
the ultimate tropical vacation. Experience unmatched wreck diving and reef 
wall exploration, a seven mile long pristine beach, and coastal caves.  
 
210  Central Europe Road Trip: Switzerland, France, Belgium 
 
We head to Switzerland to ski the Swiss Alps, revel in the luxury and natural 
beauty of Midi-Pyrenees, tour the top seven spots in Paris, and cruise into 
Belgium for the local flavor.  
 
211  The Coolest Islands on Earth 
 
We take island hopping to the extreme. Get ready to bask in the sun of the 
South Pacific, uncover the mystery of Easter Island, hang with the locals on 
Kangaroo Island, horse around on Mackinac Island, and hit the beaches of 
Maui.  
 
212  Coolest Scandinavian Adventure  
 
Time to head north for a crisp trip through Scandinavia. We find freedom in 
Finland, jaunt around the Aland Islands, hit the adventure sports in Sweden, go 
native in Norway, bike around Denmark, and discover the unknown Faroe 
Islands.  
 
213  Coolest Places: Off the Beaten Path  
 
Get set for the forgotten, the surprising, and the completely unknown. We scuba 
dive in a cave in Madagascar, take a hot air balloon ride in Myanmar, get 
shipwrecked on the Dry Tortugas, survive the Badlands and Death Valley, and 
race some goats in Trinidad and Tobago.  
 
214  Coolest Road Trips on Earth  
 



We travel the world to find some of the best road trips. Time for an adventurous 
trip around New Zealand’s North Island, some history and culture in England, a 
tour of the American West, and a trip to honor a famous sail boat race on the 
Great Lakes.  
 
215  Coolest Malta Adventure 
 
We sail to the islands of Malta in the Mediterranean for action, adventure, 
history, and tons of food. A classic car grand prix through historic streets, deep-
sea fishing off the coast, diving for shipwrecks, a tour through medieval times, 
and food festivals for all tastes.  
 
216  Coolest Scotland Vacation 
 
Get ready for our trip to beautiful Scotland. We find the best mountain biking 
and whitewater rapids, take a tour of famous castles, check out vibrant cities, hit 
the beach, test out the food, and play a little golf.  
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